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White
Good Evening.  Tonight:  The questions you've been asking us, we'll be trying to shed some light on reading, dating, and not-so-smartphones.  Also, how to help your visually impaired toddler get the best out of toys and play.  And learning to get around, is the best teacher someone who’s been through it themselves?  I'll be taking a turn round the block with a visually impaired mobility instructor. 

Now the In Touch in-tray is always full of questions and some of them crop up so regularly that we tend to assume we've covered them. But we've realised we could be missing a trick here, so in this new occasional series we're going to try, with the help of experts, to tackle some of these issues. And this first one's a classic of the type. We're always telling you what amazing things can be done by blind and partially sighted people with smartphones but for some clearly, they're too smart by half. Sue Hinks and Lou Hammerson are just two of those who've asked for something simpler. 

Hinks
Hello there, my name is Sue Hinks.  Is there a mobile phone on the market easy to use, no touch screen, just to text and call?  I only know of the Alto 2 from RNIB which has got various issues – slow texting being one.  Is the only option for totally blind people to learn to use an iPhone etc.?  I realise many totally blind people use these and cope very well but for those who don’t want the steep learning curve what is there?




Hammerson
My name is Louis Hammerson and I live in Doncaster.  What we want is a cell phone that’s got reasonable buttons and round every button three sixteenths of an inch so we can feel with our fingers, we can’t do it on a flat pad.

White
Well, one of our technology gurus Ian Macrae has been following the rise and rise of the smartphone for us over the past few years.  But Ian, what's the answer for people like Lou and Sue?

Macrae
The quick answer is that there are phones like this that are easy to use around.  Actually Sue has rather stolen my thunder because I was going to talk about the Alto.  This is a talking mobile phone which you can do calling, texting, store and retrieve contacts on and so forth.  It is, as Sue said, it has a reputation for not being particularly fast in terms of operation.  So that’s a talking option.  A non-talking, much more basic option comes from Doro.  Now Doro claims to be one of the leading producers of mobile phones for seniors around.  From what I’ve seen their handsets are generally bigger and fatter than your average ones but they are very easy to use.  This one, the 506, has a large screen with high contrast text, its buttons are widely spaced and easy to identify – they’re concave in shape – I can’t say or not whether they’re exactly three sixteenths of an inch apart.  There are two dedicated, if you like, buttons on it, one of which if you press it will immediately open a blank text message and you can just send a text from there.  And the other one is called the personal assistance button and that will call a predefined number, a number that you’ve put in there, which you might need to call in an emergency or could be a family member, for example, or something like that.

White
But essentially what Lou is after – bigger buttons and bigger spaces – this has got that?

Macrae
It looks like it would do the job yeah.

White
Ian, thank you very much indeed.

Meanwhile, Martin Dewhirst has got in touch with us for some help for his dad, whose sight is beginning to fail. 

Dewhirst
My dad has just turned 90 years old but he’s losing his sight, with macular degeneration, glaucoma and cataracts.  He can now only see the largest of headlines in newspapers.  He’s finding not being able to read the controls on the radio, TV or microwave extremely frustrating.  Also he misses not being able to read a newspaper.  I really do not know where to look for anything that might improve his situation in benefits or aids.  He won’t use his magnifying glasses.

White
Well, another absolutely classic group of problems. Alyson Bunn works as an eye clinic liaison officer with the voluntary organisation Sight for Surrey. And the ECLO's role is to try to build bridges really for people between the clinical information which medical staff can give you and the practicalities of coping with everyday life.  So Alyson, I mean what is your key advice for people like Mr. Dewhirst's dad. 

Bunn
Well Martin’s father has three eye conditions with the macular degeneration, glaucoma and cataracts, so we are dealing with all of the visual field here.  And the first thing that I would say is he really should be introduced to his local organisation who would have things such as a resource centre available to them and also potentially arrange for an assessment to be done within the home which will help him with the likes of the controls for his radio, TV and microwave, where they can put tactile dots.  And if he is registered as visually impaired that will automatically start the ball rolling with that assessment, they will be contacted and a home visit would be arranged if that’s what they wanted.  In terms of the actual practical help that he would benefit from using things like an electronic video magnifier would be quite useful.  The reason why they’re quite a good idea, as opposed to a normal magnifier, is that they have larger screens, they can freeze the particular thing that you’re looking at and then you can move the screen around to find the right font size for you.  However, it is something that really it would be better to be shown how to use it before you make any significant purchases, they’re not cheap things.  The other thing that is available to him, in terms of reading, is audio to text readers, again there’s a lot of them on the market, they can be quite expensive but it would be something that would be able to read his mail, for example, and again there’s lots of them on the market but it would be something I would really recommend a resource centre helping them out with.

White
So you’re saying really there are things but you may need to be prepared to spend a bit of money?

Bunn
I think so, these things are not cheap by any means and that’s why a demonstration beforehand – if you can read these things online or in a catalogue they all sound fantastic but you need to be able to get to use them with your fingers, we are talking about a 90 year old man, so he has to feel quite comfortable with using that before any purchases are made.

White
Alyson, thank you very much indeed. 

And finally in the In Touch in-tray for today, from the other end of the age scale, there's this from Michael Phillips: 

Phillips
Are you aware of any websites or services regarding dating that I could access?  I’m 29 and I’ve tried various groups that depressingly lack opportunities for meeting likeminded people or someone around my own age.  Online has been just as awkward where everyone seems to live in London or Manchester.  I live in Shrewsbury, Shropshire.  Do you or your listeners have any reasonable suggestions?

White
Well Michael, we've asked our man about town Mani Djazmi to go online and find out what's available. Mani, I can’t help the fact that you’re in Manchester to do this but what have you discovered? 
Djazmi
Well there was a time when online dating was a little bit embarrassing and nobody really mentioned it but in the last few years as people appear to have decided to speak to each other less and less it’s become far more popular and now there are myriad websites catering for everything from Polish dating to gay dating, black dating and Christian dating – just to give you a few examples.  And to answer Michael’s question about where people come from, once you put in your postcode you can specify in your search the radius of your search, so, for example, you can say within five miles of where I am or sometimes even within one mile of where I am.  In terms of accessibility I found that most of the sites I tried are pretty tricky to sign up to but once you do manage that you get an e-mail with a link and you click on the link to verify that you are an actual person and then from then it’s pretty straightforward.  Then you have to go through the rather laborious task of ticking all of the boxes that tell other people about your hair colour and your eye colour, your favourite music, your favourite books and of course the most important thing is the box for your profile where you have three or four hundred words in which to tell people how amazing you are.  And I think what I would say is that if I had to pick two websites which I think are particularly useable, for the free websites I would go for freedating.co.uk and if you want to pay then the Guardian dating website, which is on their main site, is also very accessible.

White
Mani Djazmi, thank you very much.  

As I say, we want this to become a regular feature, so if you’ve got a question, do get in touch with us, details of how to do that at the end of the programme, and we'll try to match you up with someone who knows. 

Now it’s not so hard to imagine that if, out of the blue, you discover that your baby is blind, there are, when you've got over the shock, a whole heap of things you want to know. In particular, the baby in question is not going to be as shocked as you are, not having known what to expect in the first place, and is going to want to play.  And it’s to try to help with this that a DVD, called "Let me play" is just about to be produced in a collaboration between RNIB Scotland, the Scottish  Sensory Centre, and the Royal School for Blind Children in Edinburgh.  

Well joining me from Salford is Charlotte Mellor, whose visually impaired daughter Scarlett is four.  Charlotte works with the organisation VICTA, which is Visually Impaired Children Taking Action. 

Charlotte, first of all just tell us a bit about Scarlett, introduce us to her.

Mellor
Well Scarlett’s a very happy child, we can’t actually stop her from giggling, even if we tried.  She’s a very growth motor orientated, so climbing, trampolining, swimming.  In particular rock climbing, which people are amazed about.  We can teach her an area of a wall and then she can independently do it herself.  So whether or not she’s got no fear of the height or there’s something inside her that’s driving her to kind of climb, she’s brilliant at it.

White
And when did it strike you that play though might be an issue?

Mellor
Well the toys that are available on the market are all kind of centred around being aesthetically pleasing and obviously Scarlett, she’s got no vision at all, so she gets nothing from the aesthetics of a product.  So there doesn’t seem to be any motivation for her to use particularly run of the mill popular toys.  Now if you add an audio element then she absolutely loves it but it’s getting her to realise there’s an audio element.  If she can work it out and she can get the noise then she’s very happy to play with it, obviously she can’t imitate the action that we’re doing to get the toy to make the noise.  Scarlett is very into banging at the minute and her main play is centred round recreating nursery rhymes or modern day pop songs on metal items that she can bang, that vibrate, but yeah the banging’s pretty relentless and that is the focus of the majority of her play unfortunately.

White
So what is there around, I mean what kind of things have you found that work well for her?

Mellor
Her favourite toy, pretty much from when she could stand which was about nine months old, has always been a trampoline.  So we started off with a living room trampoline where she held the handles and now we’ve got a big 10 footer that takes up the majority of the garden and she can quite happily play on that for hours and hours and hours if I let her.

White
Can I ask you what other help is available?  This DVD is coming up, you’re a member of VICTA, what sort of help and how hard was it for you to get help?

Mellor
In the early stages I felt the support that I got really lacked in terms of what the local authority had to offer.  A member of the VI team who’d recently taken the job, who had never worked with a visually impaired child before, come to my house and told me lots about getting them to track an item and it was like well she can’t see anything so what’s the point in all these shiny lights.  And they told me about dark dens and well she can’t see anything so what’s the point.

White
So they couldn’t get the idea that she couldn’t see at all?

Mellor
She couldn’t see anything so it’s pretty pointless. I think the internet was my initial source of information and reaching out to people and organisations that way.  And it’s a shame that I kind of had to do that, you think that at the point of diagnosis there would be information there to that parent.  So yeah obviously the internet was my first point of call and then the parents, the majority of the information come from the parents, it’s unbelievable this kind of parent power and how much information they have and it’s just wonderful to be able to access it and people need to know where you can access this information and these other parents from.

White
So just finally Charlotte, what would you say to somebody perhaps going back three and a half years in your life if someone is in that position now what advice would you give them to start with?

Mellor
Find another parent, go online and find another parent and read parents’ experiences.  All our children are so unique, if you go and educate yourself and be a really proactive parent and make it your mission to understand your child as much as possible by understanding the VI world that is the best place to start and it’s the best advice I can give to any parents out there.

White
Well Charlotte Mellor thank you very much indeed.

And really a good illustration there that one of the major tenets of this programme has always been that you tend to get the best advice from people who’ve been through it themselves.  But is that always true, particularly if there are issues of teaching and safety involved?  Well Miriam Osborne is one of a very few mobility instructors who is herself visually impaired and she agreed to talk to me about this issue. It has to be said that I come from a generation where mobility training, or in plain English how to get around, was pretty rudimentary anyway. They tended to wind us up and let us go. So the other day I joined Miriam in New Maldon, to find out how she did her job. 

Osborne
We’re in a hopefully quiet residential street in New Maldon and it’s the area where I usually start off doing outdoor mobility training with my clients because it has quite a variation in pavement surfaces and road crossings and it’s a nice sort of small block route.

White
Now of course with us is Mark and Mark is your support worker because you are yourself visually impaired.

Osborne
Indeed.

White
So what impact does that have on the way you do the job?

Osborne
When I first started to work as a rehab worker I didn’t used to use my support worker at all times during mobility training but as my sight has deteriorated I felt for safety reasons it’s much better to have my support worker with me at all times.  So Mark will give me feedback when I ask him on how’s the hand position.  Depending on the lighting conditions of where we’re doing the training sometimes I’m not able to see the width at which people sweep the cane from the left hand side of their body to the right hand side of their body.

White
So I mean how big an issue would you say safety is?

Osborne
I think it’s reassuring for them to know that there’s somebody sighted with us.

White
What we’re going to do, we’re not going to pretend that Miriam is teaching me mobility because I can get around but the truth of the matter is I’ve never had a formal mobility lesson in my life, so if I set off in a minute we just see what you think of my technique, what may be at my advanced time of life whether there are a few things I could do better.

Osborne
So what we’re going to do now then, Peter, is we’re going to carry on down the direction we’ve been travelling, so that’s to your right, and I’ll observe with the support from Mark of your techniques and I’d like you to stop at the first down kerb that we come to, if you can detect it.

White
Okay.  Straight down there – off I go.

Osborne
Off we go.

Nice arc width there Peter.  You’ve slightly stepped off the edge of the pavement there into the – off the down kerb, so if you want to come over to the right slightly.

White
There are some tricksy bits on this route aren’t there.

Osborne
And for my clients that do have some vision the other good thing about this road is there are – obviously when you go under the trees, like today in the sun, you get the shade, so some of my clients that can’t see so well in poor light conditions have to really rely on the cane at this point.  Right so Peter you’ve just walked over the flat kerb – that was the down kerb.

White
I hadn’t noticed it.

Osborne
But that’s the usual point that I would stop my clients.

White
You and Mark are together, someone’s walking – maybe it’s a bit busier than this – and you saw them, perhaps going to walk out…

Osborne
I’d stop them, I’d sort of say actually there’s a car coming.

White
And you’re always in hailing distance are you?

Osborne
Yeah because of my visual impairment I choose to keep quite close to the client.  Later on in the sessions, when we obviously don’t want the client to know how close to them we are, I make sure that I’m wearing quiet shoes and no strong perfume so they don’t know where I am.

White
But there is a big element of confidence in this whole arrangement between you and – essentially between you and the client.

Osborne
Yes, it’s more so because they know I’ve got a visual impairment but they also know that I have Mark with me and Mark’s probably been to do the assessment and everything with them at home so they’ve got to know Mark a little bit before we get to this point.

White
Right, so to what extent do you feel you’re doing the job and to what extent is he doing the job?

Osborne
I think I’m very much doing the job with a bit of support on the sides.

White
And I mean that’s important presumably because from the client’s point of view they have to know that you’re in charge.

Osborne
Yes and I always check with a client when we talk about mobility and they agree to have a go at doing long cane mobility I always check with them that they’re okay for me to do that training because when I first started here there was a client in the borough that didn’t – I mean he didn’t need any input but he had said that he wouldn’t want to be trained by someone with a visual impairment and that’s fair enough, that’s their choice.  But I haven’t lost a client yet.

White
Miriam Osborne, support worker and guide dog. 

And that's just about it for today but if you have any comments on today's programme, or if you want to put a question into the In Touch in-tray, you can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after tonight's programme, or e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk. There's also more on our website, where you can arrange a download of tonight's and subsequent programmes. 

From me Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat, and the team, goodbye. 




